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ABSTRACT

During the Shallow Water Acoustic Experiment 2006 (SW06) conducted on the New Jersey continental

shelf in the summer of 2006, detailed measurements of the ocean environment were made along a fixed

reference track that was parallel to the continental shelf. The time-varying environment induced by nonlinear

internal waves (NLIWs)was recorded by an array ofmoored thermistor chains and byX-band radars from the

attending research vessels. Using a mapping technique, the three-dimensional (3D) temperature field for

over a month of NLIW events is reconstructed and analyzed to provide a statistical summary of important

NLIW parameters, such as the NLIW propagation speed, direction, and amplitude. The results in this paper

can be used as a database for studying the NLIW generation, propagation, and fidelity of nonlinear internal

wave models.

1. Introduction

In the last three decades, many nonlinear internal

wave (NLIW) events have been observed in the Mid-

Atlantic Bight using satellites (Sawyer 1983), space

shuttle photographs (Zheng et al. 1993), and in situ

measurements (Shroyer et al. 2011). A statistical anal-

ysis of 34 internal waves spotted in a space shuttle pic-

ture in 1993 has been reported by Zheng et al. In Zheng

et al.’s paper, they showed the spatial distribution of

these events using two specific geotimes. While their

report contained valuable statistical information of the

NLIW on the New Jersey continental shelf, their results

were temporally undersampled.

The particular dataset (M. Badiey 2006, unpublished

data) examined in this paper comes from the Shallow

Water Acoustic Experiment 2006 (SW06) conducted in

the Mid-Atlantic Bight near the continental shelf break

directly offshore fromAtlantic City, New Jersey. During

the SW06, one very specific measurement aimed at

quantifying and understanding the NLIWs was the so-

called thermistor farm, a logarithmically spaced array of

18 thermistor strings that imaged a substantial portion of

an NLIW train as it propagated through the farm. An-

other type of NLIW observations in SW06 is the surface

imaging from ship-based X-band radar. The two re-

search vessels (i.e., Oceanus and Sharp) tracked the

leading NLIW front as the NLIW packet propagated

toward the shoreline. In the SW06, the fixed geometry of

sensors was designed where the dynamic behavior of the

water column could be measured continuously as a

function of time but the spatial dimension was under-

sampled. To fully capture both spatial and temporal

domains, an interpolating model of the water column

was developed where the three-dimensional data can be

reconstructed using existing measured data points in

geotimes (Badiey et al. 2013).

While the oceanography of the generation and prop-

agation of NLIW waves in SW06 has been reported in

the past (Moum and Nash 2008; Shroyer et al. 2009,

2011), here we present statistical values of 30 internal
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wave events observed from 3 to 31 August 2006 during

SW06. Section 2 of this paper gives a historical param-

eterization of the NLIW in shallow water (Apel et al.

2007) followed by the NLIW field measurements. Sec-

tion 3 presents the statistical values. Section 4 is a

summary of the presented results.

2. NLIW measurements during SW06

More details about SW06 can be found in Newhall

et al. (2007). Figure 1a is the satellite picture of internal

wave packets on 13 August 2006 showing various NLIW

front features partially covering the SW06 experimental

setup. The dots are various sensors and the yellow box is

the thermistor farm. In distilling our internal wave field

measurements for use in a simple parameterized model,

we will follow the lead of John Apel (Apel et al. 2007),

who proposed a two-layer ocean model of the nonlinear

internal waves. Two-layer and three-layer models are

the most common simplified NLIW descriptors, and the

two-layer models adopted here have far more theoreti-

cal literature available describing their properties. Top

and side views of Apel’s scheme are shown in Figs. 1b,d,

respectively, and the parameters are enumerated inTable

1, along with their units and typical scales. Top and side

views of the SW06 interpolated temperature data inside

the thermistor farm at a specific geotime (2236:00

UTC 17 August 2006) are also shown in Figs. 1c,e cor-

responding to Figs. 1b,d, respectively. The interpolated

data are obtained by a three-dimensional mapping tech-

nique for evolving internal waves (Badiey et al. 2013).

As one example of our analysis, we present the prop-

agation of anNLIWpacket from 0422:30 to 0650:30UTC

14 August 2006. Movie 1 (supplemental material file

JTECH-D-15-022s1) shows dynamics of this event. We

explain the movie by showing the layout of a single

frame at 0613:00 UTC. Figure 2a shows the top view

of the reconstructed internal wave fronts (i.e., gray

curves) approaching a fixed reference track (red line)

at a speed of 0.68m s21. The R/V Sharp stationed at a

point (green dot) right of the reference line recorded the

surface radar expression of the NLIW passage [see inset

(Fig. 2b)]. Figures 2c–j show various elements of data

collection. Vertical temperature profiles at three therm-

istor chains (45, 32, and 54) are shown in Figs. 2c–e, re-

spectively. The vertical dashed–dotted lines indicate the

reference time of this figure at 0613:00 UTC 14 August

2006. The sound speed profiles at three points—54 (blue),

32 (red), and 45 (black)—are shown in Fig. 2f. The ver-

tical cross section of the temperature field within the

thermistor farm is shown in Fig. 2g. The horizontal cross

section of the interpolated temperature data (24m below

sea surface) at three ocean patches is shown in Figs. 2h–j.

The arrows represent the directions of NLIW propaga-

tion at each patch with respect to true north. We have

successfully reconstructed 30 of more than 80 internal

wave events from 3 to 31August 2006.Many of the events

with small first-layer depth (H1) could not be re-

constructed due to the failure of the temperature sensors

deployed at about 1m below the sea surface (Newhall

et al. 2007). The internal wave fronts in Fig. 2a are ob-

tained bymatching the internalwave (IW)propagation at

the three ocean patches (Figs. 2h–j). As an independent

measurement to verify the interpolation method ex-

plained here, the internal wave fronts during the propa-

gation were recorded in the footprint of the R/V Sharp

radar. To get a good resolution, we started recording the

surfacemanifestation of the waves on the radar every 30 s

when the leading edge first appeared. The locations of the

several leading wave fronts on the radar coincide with the

interpolation results (black curves). The locations of

sensors deployed along the reference track are shown as

the numbered yellow dots in these subplots and are listed

in Table 2. For brevity, only the latitude and longitude

coordinates of the sensors in boldface are given in this

table. The rest of the coordinates for each group can be

obtained from Figs. 2a,h–j. The dynamic behavior of the

passing NLIW is clearly depicted when the movie is

played. The advancing NLIW front and the approach of

the NLIW packet toward the fixed track (red line), and

the 3D water column changes are shown.

The ADCP data were also collected to obtain the cur-

rent speed at various locations along the reference track.

An example of the processed ADCP data measured at

point 30 during the aforementioned NLIW event is pre-

sented in Fig. 3, which shows the east–west component of

the current speed (Fig. 3a), the north–south component

(Fig. 3b), and the up–down (vertical) component (Fig. 3c).

Figure 3d is the temperature profilemeasured at the same

point for the same time period. The magnitude and di-

rection of current change drastically in concert with the

soliton depression, especially the upward (red) and

downward (blue) currents, which occur each time a soli-

ton passes by (Fig. 3c). The vertical current–induced cir-

culation interacts with the sea surface that causes radar

backscatter, shown in Fig. 2b (Ramos et al. 2009).

3. Statistical results

Using the tools shown in section 2, wehave developed a

statistical database from 30 recorded NLIW events dur-

ing SW06. These statistical data were obtained when the

NLIW packet was located inside the thermistor farm,

such that the first front was close to the far edge of the

farm (i.e., along points 4–7 shown for an event on

17 August 2006 in Fig. 1c). There are eight directly
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FIG. 1. (a) Satellite picture of IW packets on 13 Aug 2006 showing various wave front features. (b),(d) Schematic view of IWs in

horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. (c),(e) IW observation in horizontal and vertical planes, respectively, during SW06. Panel

(c) shows the enlarged map of the yellow box in (a) with interpolated temperature data (28.5m below sea surface) within the thermistor

farm at 2236:00 UTC 17 Aug 2006. The locations of thermistor farm containing 18 vertical arrays and their labels are represented by small

yellow circular with black-numbered dots. Panel (e) shows the interpolated temperature profile between 14 and 40m in the water column

as a function of range during IW propagation through thermistors 54, 15, 12, 9, and 5. The black solid curve in (e) represents the

temperature contour at 178C, which was the temperature at the middle of the thermocline.
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measured parameters and seven derived ones. To the

extent possible, we have followed Apel’s notation (Apel

et al. 2007) in choosing these parameters. Themean value

of each parameter, its standard deviation, and its esti-

mated measurement error are listed in Table 1. The his-

tograms of 13 parameters of the abovementioned set are

shown in Fig. 4. The quantityH1 is the depth of the warm

surface layer using the contour of the temperature at the

middle of the thermocline as the reference. The value of

H2, which is the depth of the cold bottom layer, is cal-

culated from the difference between H1 and the water

depth at the thermistor farm (about 80m). The mean

value ofH1 for the 30 events is 17.6m, and about 60% of

theNLIWevents vary between 12.5 and 17.5m. Similarly,

the value ofH2 is 59.1m, and 47%of the total varies from

57.5 to 62.5m. TheNLIWpropagation direction (a) is the

direction measured within the thermistor farm with re-

spect to true north. Figure 4c shows that a is distributed

into two groups. The average direction of the first group,

which contains 90% of the NLIW events, is (309.88)
nearly perpendicular to the shelf-bottom isobath con-

tours. For the second group, containing only 10% of the

events, this direction is 13.48, which is nearly parallel to

the isobaths contour. These waves are likely radiating

from the Hudson Canyon, rather than from the shelf

break. The soliton wavelength (l0) here is the horizontal

width between the troughs of the first two solitons. It is

noticed that this parameter has two statistical groups. The

wavelength of the second group (1525.2m) is 3 times the

value of the first group (513.0m). In the first group, 40%

of the results range from 375 to 525m. The second group

has only one event with a very different angle of approach

(19.18) and a much longer wavelength (1525.2m) com-

pared with the majority of other events in the data. The

histograms of the first two soliton amplitudes—h1 and

h2—are shown in Figs. 4e,f, respectively. Both h1 and h2

have two groups with the small amplitude group consti-

tuting 80% of these waves. The results in the large am-

plitude group (i.e.,h1: 16.8mandh2: 14.3m) are about 3–4

times as large as the results in the small amplitude group

(i.e., h1: 4.9m and h2: 4.5m). For 61% of these events, the

value of h1 is .h2, hence the amplitude decay constant,

b5
ln(h

2
/h

1
)

2l
0

5 0. 36 km21 (1)

The parameter used to designate the NLIWs is their

half-amplitude width. Defined in earlier studies, the

half-amplitude width Ls is a characteristic scale of soli-

ton (Holloway 1987; Zheng et al. 1993) that can be used

to define the profile of these nonlinear waves. According

to our analysis shown in Fig. 4g, the half-amplitude

width here is 176.4m. For our study, the relationship

between soliton wavelength and half-amplitude width

can be expressed by l0 ’ 2.91Ls, whereas in Holloway

(1987) it is 3.6Ls. The number of solitons in a packet, n, is

obtained by counting the observed solitons whose am-

plitude is larger than 1m. The packet consists of three

groups, shown in Fig. 4h. The first group constitutes

about 73% of the total, n 5 4.9, with a range between 2

and 8. The second group constitutes about 20% of the

total events, n 5 16.7, with a range between 10 and 21.

TABLE 1. IW characteristic parameters; d.u. 5 dimensionless unit; a. s. 5 across shelf.

Characteristic (symbol) Unit Typical scale SW06 results Uncertainty

Upper layer depth (H1) m 5–25 17.6 6 3.7 2.4

Lower layer depth (H2) m 30–200 59.1 6 3.7 2.4

Direction (a) 8 a. s. 309.8 6 13.0,a 13.4 6 8.7b 0.2

Wavelength (l0) m 100–1000 513.0 6 179.8,a 1525.2b 5.0

First amplitude (h1) m 0–30 4.9 6 1.9,a 16.8 6 3.6b 2.4

Second amplitude (h2) m 0–30 4.5 6 1.6,a 14.3 6 4.9b 2.4

Soliton width (Ls) m 100 176.4 6 58.8 5.0

Number of solitons (n) d.u. 1–20 4.9 6 1.7a 2.2

16.7 6 4.3b 4.1

42.0 6 2.8c 6.5

Speed (y) m s21 0.5–1.0 0.8 6 0.1 0.003

Amplitude/upper depth (g) d.u. 0–6 0.4 6 0.2 0.1

Slope of IW faces (K) d.u. 5–100 36.4 6 24.4 19.0

Packet length (L) km 1–10 5.5 6 1.8,a 14.3 6 2.0b 0.02, 0.06

Packet spacing (D) km 15–40 12.4 6 5.8,a 34.4 6 4.4b 0.04, 0.11

Decay constant (b) km21 0.1–1.0 0.36 6 0.33d d

Radius of curvature (Rc) km 15 – ‘ 4.2d d

a Group 1.
b Group 2.
c Group 3.
d Explanation in the text.
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And finally, the third group has two events (n 5 40 and

44, respectively); their leading solitons have the largest

amplitudes among the 30 events. If the largest ampli-

tudes are caused by the combination of two closely

neighboring packets, then the leading soliton of each of

the two packets will have to be in phase and time aligned,

which is not likely to occur. Therefore, the large number

of solitons (i.e., n $ 40) and the large leading soliton

amplitudes for the two events in the third group are most

likely from a single packet. The number of solitons in a

packet can be used to estimate the lower-layer depth of

the NLIW-generation source (Zheng et al. 1993). In the

two-layer NLIW model,

n# 11

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
32

3
3
(H

1
/H

2
)[12 (H

1
/H

2
)]

(h
1
/H

1
)

s
3 ln

�
6

p

h
1

H
1

H
2S

H
1

�
,

(2)

where H2S is the lower-layer depth of the NLIW-

generation source (Djordjevic and Redekopp 1978).

ThequantityH2S is the only unknownparameter inEq. (1).

Substituting the measured values into this equation, we

obtain the lower-layer depth of the NLIW-generation

source for the three groups. The values of H2S in the

three groups are 198.8, 2.5 3 105, and 3.0 3 1011m,

respectively. The result of the first group corresponds

to the upper edge of the continental shelf break in this

area (Zheng et al. 1993), indicating that perhaps the

soliton packets in this group could be generated by the

sharp change of the bottom tomography. The results

TABLE 2. Location of sensors deployed along the reference track in

Fig. 2.

Latitude Longitude Sensor number

39812.29000 272854.70500 21, 22, 33
39810.95740 272856.57500 44, 45, 46

39805.90400 272859.92200 19, 20, 32

39801.26270 273802.98870 14, 30, 8, 4, 54, 15, 12, 9,5,

16, 13, 10, 6, 17, 31, 11, 7, 18

FIG. 2. This is a frame from themovie in the supplement showing theNLIWevolution from 0422:30 to 0650:30UTC 14Aug 2006. (a) IW

fronts (i.e., gray curves) obtained by matching the IW propagation at three ocean patches [(h)–(j)] in the SW06 experimental area at

0613:00 UTC 14 Aug 2006. The numbered yellow dots show the locations of thermistor strings. The red line marks the reference track.

(b) A ship radar image (blue dots) obtained by the R/V Sharp [position at the green dot in (a)]. (c)–(e) Time evolution of temperature

profiles at positions 45, 32, and 54 along the reference track, respectively. The vertical black dashed–dotted lines indicate the reference

time of this figure, 0613:00 UTC 14 Aug 2006. (f) The sound speed as a function of depth at thermistor 54 (blue), 32 (red), and 45 (black).

(g) A side view of the interpolated temperature field along the track connecting the thermistor chains 54, 15, 12, 9, and 5. (h)–

(j) Interpolated temperature data (24m below sea surface) obtained by a three-dimensional mapping technique of evolving IWs at three

ocean patches. The arrows represent the directions of IW propagation with respect to true north. The link for Movie 1 is http://dx.doi.org/

10.1175/JTECH-D-15-0221.s1.
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of the second and third groups are not reasonable, be-

cause the soliton packets in these two groups are gen-

erated by different mechanisms, and Eq. (2) is not

applicable here. The NLIW speed in this paper is re-

ferred to as the speed of the leading soliton of the in-

ternal wave packet in each event. Assuming the NLIW

speed within the thermistor farm is constant, we have

calculated the NLIW speed based on the propagation

distance between the two farthest-apart thermistor

chains (i.e., points 54 and 7 for the event shown in

Fig. 1c) and the corresponding travel time, which is the

arrival time difference of the leading soliton at these

thermistor chains. The resulting average propagation

speed is 0.8m s21, falling into the range of its typical

scale shown in Table 1. The soliton amplitude to the

upper-layer depth ratio (g 5 h1/H1) determines the

applicability of different NLIW models (Xu et al. 2010,

2011). As shown in Fig. 4j, the mean value of g for the 30

events is 0.4 and about 87% of the NLIW events vary

between 0.1 and 0.7. We next look at the slope of NLIW

faces (designated as K here). In this paper, we define

K 5 Ls/h1 5 36.4. Its histogram is shown in Fig. 4k.

Using the measured NLIW propagation speed (y), the

packet length (L) and the spacing between the packets

(D) can be estimated by

L(i)5 [T
n
(i)2T

1
(i)]3 y(i) (3)

D(i)5 [T
1
(i1 1)2T

1
(i)]3 y(i) , (4)

where T1(i) and Tn(i) are the times when the first and

last soliton of the ith NLIW packet arrive at the

thermistor farm, respectively. The calculated results are

shown in Figs. 4l,m. In Fig. 4l, the events in the second

group have long packet lengths (i.e., 14.3 km) because of

their large soliton numbers (i.e., n $ 40 in Fig. 4h). The

NLIW front curvature is of great importance for

studying the NLIW. Using the satellite images obtained

during SW06, the dominant value of the radius of cur-

vature Rc has been reported to be about 20–25km

(Lynch et al. 2010). In this paper we recognized only

four NLIW events exhibiting obvious curved fronts

within the thermistor farm area. Other events with a

radius larger than 10km exhibit almost straight NLIW

fronts in this 4 km3 4 km area. The average value of Rc

in the four events is 4.2 km. It is noted that the statistical

results of five parameters—that is, h1, Ls, y, g, and K—

are obtained by using only the first soliton.

In describing the aforementioned statistics, we next

consider the accuracy of the measurements, that is, the

error in measuring these values. One source of mea-

surement error is likely due to the array element’s spatial

and temporal resolutions and their spatial movement

during the experiment (i.e., mooring motion); that is to

say, the accuracy of a particular parameter value would

depend on the spatial position (in 3D) of the array farm in

FIG. 3. (a) East–west component of the current speed at point 30 during an NLIW event on 14 Aug 2006, (b) north–south component, and

(c) up–down (vertical) component, and (d) temperature profile measured at point 30 for the same time period.
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geotime. To assess this error in measurement, we as-

sume that all the vertical arrays in the farm wouldmove

the same as the thermistor array installed on the so-

called shark array (i.e., point 54). We know that each

thermistor mooring is equipped with a pressure sensor,

giving the value of the sensor array tilt and its elevation.

At the shark array location, the movement of the array

is accurately measured by an acoustic long baseline

array navigation system. We will take the position of

the shark array and assume that all 18 arrays in the farm

during a given geotime behave in the same spatial and

temporal manner. The maximum horizontal deviation

of the shark’s top sensor is about 5m. The maximum

vertical deviation is about 1.2m (Newhall et al. 2007).

Six temperature sensors, covering most of the ther-

mocline, were deployed at depths of 13.3, 15.1, 18.8,

22.6, 26.3, and 33.8m, respectively. The mean vertical

spacing is 4.1m. Thus, the uncertainty due to the ver-

tical resolution of the temperature sensors is half of the

vertical element spacing, that is, 2.1m. The temporal

error is assumed be due to the thermistor sampling

intervals (30 s). The maximum error in sampling tem-

perature is 15 s. All the measurements during the pas-

sage of the NLIW are made using the same spatial and

temporal variations. The uncertainties of the 12 pa-

rameters coming from the array element’s vertical

resolution (2.1m), temporal resolution (15 s), and their

spatial movement (1.2m in the vertical plane and 5.0m

in the horizontal plane) are obtained following Taylor

(1997). The uncertainty of the number of solitons in a

packet is estimated by applying Poison statistics; that is,

the uncertainty is comparable to the square root of the

number (Cowan 2011). All the calculated uncertainties

are listed in the last column of Table 1.

FIG. 4. Histograms of (a) H1, (b) H2, (c) a, (d) l0, (e) h1, (f) h2, (g) Ls; (h) n, (i) y, (j) g, (k) K, (l) L, and (m) D.
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4. Summary

From the results shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1, the

following conclusions can be made: 1) the majority of

the 30 NLIW events studied in this paper have the depth

of the warm layer (H1 5 17.6m) and depth of the cold

layer (H2 5 59.1m). 2) About 90% of the NLIWs

propagate in the direction of 3108 with respect to true

north and originate near the New Jersey shelf break.

About 10% of the NLIWs propagate at approximately

108–138 with respect to true north and likely originate

from the Hudson Canyon. The propagation speed of

these waves (in both groups) is about 0.8m s21. 3) The

first and second soliton amplitudes in each packet during

61% of the total events indicate an amplitude decay of

0.36 km21. In some odd cases, the amplitude of the sec-

ond soliton is larger than the first soliton, a peculiarity

seen due to the variability in the background ocean

affecting a nonlinear system. 4) The ratio of the soliton

wavelength to the soliton width is about 2.91, this is

comparable to the predicted ratio (Holloway 1987). 5) The

average amplitude of the first soliton to the upper-layer

depth ratio is 0.4. 6) The slope of the first soliton for the

majority of the events in our database is about 36.4.
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